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Abstract The present paper proposes a new method for constructing polyphase asymmetric zero-
correlation zone (A-ZCZ) sequence sets using discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrices and orthogonal
codes. The proposed method can generate A-ZCZ sequence sets that cannot be obtained using known
methods. The newly obtained A-ZCZ sequence sets include optimal ZCZ sequence sets. In addition,
two arbitrary sequences that belong to different sequence subsets become uncorrelated sequences. The
proposed method is expected to be usefu1 for reducing or avoiding inter-cell interference from adjacent
cells in approximately synchronized code-division multiple-access (AS-CDMA) systems.
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1. Introduction

  •Code-division multiple-access (CDMA) has been
widely applied in digital cellular systems. In CDMA
systems, channel separation is provided by the correla-

tion properties of pseudo-random codes referred to as
spreading se. quences. Therefore, spreading sequences
with good autocorrelation and cross-correlation prop-
erties play an important patrt in CDMA systems.
  .In recent years, approximately synchronized
CDMA (AS-CDMA) systems have attracted a great
deal of attention because co-channel interference
within a cell does not exist in sorne types of AS-
CDMA systems [II. In such AS-CDMA systems,
zero-correlation zone (ZCZ) sequence sets are used
as spreading sequences in order to realize this advan-
tage [1]-[15]. Generally, a ZCZ sequence set is char-

acterized by the sequence period, the number of se-
quences, the ZCZ length, and the number of phases of
the sequence elements. The ZCZ length is restricted
by a mathematical upper bound [6], [16], and ZCZ
sequence sets that satisfy this mathematical upper
bound are referred to as optimal ZCZ sequence sets.
A number of studies have evaluated optimal ZCZ se-
quence sets [1], [6], [11], [14], [15]. On the other hand,

quasi-optimal ZCZ sequence sets' have a ZCZ length
that is equal to one less than the mathematical upper

bound. Quasi-optimal ZCZ sequence sets have also
been investigated extensively [8], l13]. These methods

can generate quasi-optimal ZCZ sequence sets under
the conditions whereby no optimal ZCZ sequence sets
exist.

  Recently, new ZCZ sequence sets that are com-
posed of several sequence subsets have been proposed
[17]-[28]. These new ZCZ sequence sets have the
property whereby the ZCZ length between sequences
that belong to different sequence subsets is larger than

the ZCZ length between sequences that belong to the
same sequence subset. In order to emphasize this
asymmetric property, we herein refer to these types
of ZCZ sequence sets as asymmetric ZCZ (A-ZCZ)
sequence sets. In addition, in order to distinguish
between the different types of ZCZ lengths, we re
feic to these lengths as the zeto-cross-correlation zone

(ZCCZ) length between different sequence subsets and
the ZCZ length in each sequence subset, respectively.

Although some types of AS-CDMA systems can avoid
co-channel interference in each cell, it is diMcult to
avoid inter-cell interference from adjacent cells in such

AS-CDMA systems. However, if sequence subsets
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of an A-ZCZ sequence set are assigned to adjacent
cells, the asymmetric property can be useful in reduc-
ing or avoiding inter-cell interference because of thev

larger ZCCZ length between different sequence sub-
sets. Tang et al. proposed several types of binary
A-ZCZ sequence sets [18], [20], and Hayashi et al.
proposed several types of binary and ternary A-ZCZ
sequence sets [17], [22], [23], [25], [28], In addition,

Hayashi et al. proposed a method for constructing
A-ZCZ sequence sets that can be regarded as optimal
ZCZ sequence sets [26]. Zhang et al. proposed comple-
mentary A-ZCZ sequence sets [21]. Moreover, we pre-
viously proposed a method for constructing polyphase
A-ZCZ sequence sets that can be regarded as quasi-
optimal ZCZ sequence sets [19], [24].

  In the present paper, we propose a new method
for constructing polyphase A-ZCZ sequence sets us-
ing discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrices and
orthogonal codes. The proposed method can generate
A-ZCZ sequence sets that cannot be obtained using
known methods. The newly obtained A-ZCZ sequence
sets. include optimal ZCZ sequence sets. In addition,
the cross-correlation function between two arbitrary
sequences that belong to different sequence subsetJs is

zero at al1 shifts, i.e., two• arbitrary sequences that

belqng to different sequence subsets become uncorre
lated sequences. No A-ZCZ sequence sets that can be
regarded as optimal ZCZ sequence sets and include
uncorrelated sequences have been reperted in previ-
ous studies. The proposed method is expected to be
more usefu1 for reducing or avoiding inter-cell interfer-

ences from adj acent cells tha4 known A-ZCZ sequence
sets'

.

2. Preliminaries

  In this section, we define ZCZ sequence sets, A-
ZCZ sequence sets, and related terms.

2.1 ZCZSequenceSets

  In this subsection, we explain ZCZ 'sequence sets.
  Let Z be a sequence set with M sequences of period
P. Then, Z can be represented as

        Z={Z. 1OsmsM- 1}
        z.=(.6m),.iM),...,.Sm),...,,Sm-),) (1)

where Zm and zSM) represent a sequence and a se-

quence element, respectively. Let Rzm,,zm, (T) be the

periodic correlation function between Zm, and Zm,•
For the sake of simplicity, the modulo operator is ,rep-
resented as %, i.e.,

x%p d=ef x mod p (2)
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Then, Rz.,,z., (T) is defined as

                     P-1
       Rz.,,zm, (T) d=ef 2 zSMo)zEpMpt;%p (3)

                     p=o
where the symbol * denotes complex conjugation.
When Z., does not correspond to Zmi, Rz,.,,z,., (T)
is referred to as the periodic cross-correlation function

between Zm, and Zm,. On the other hand, when Zm,
corresponds to Zmi, Rz.o,zmi (T) == Rzmo,zmo (T) iS
referred to as the periodic autocorrelation function of

Zmo• NOte that Rz..,,zm, (T) = Rzm,,zm, (T+kP),
where k is ari integer. If all of the sequences in Z sat-

isfy the following conditions, then Z is referred to as

a ZCZ sequence set:

             Vm,,1S IT] SL

                RZrno,Zmo (T) ==O (4)
             Vmo l m,, ITI S L

                Rz,.o,zmi (T) ==O (5)

The integer L(Åq P) is referred to as a ZCZ length.
The ZCZ sequence set is represented as Zcz (P, M, L)
in order to illustrate the sequence period, the number

of sequences, and the ZCZ length. The ZCZ length is
restricted by the following mathematical upper bound
[6], [16]:

                     P                 LSM-1 (6)
If a ZCZ sequence set satisfies the following condition,

the ZCZ sequence set is referred to as an optimal ZCZ

sequence set:
                     P                 L-=M--1 (7)
Although L is always an integer, P/M is not always
an integer. In the case in which P/M is not an integer,

(7) can be generalized as follows [29]:

                L-[Iil}1-i (s)

where LP/M] is the floor function of P/M, i.e.,
LP/Mj is the maximum integer that does not exceed

P/M.

2.2 A-ZCZSequenceSets

  In this subsection, we explain A-ZCZ sequence
sets.

  Let A be a set with N sequence sets containing M
sequences of period P. Then, A can be represented as

        A =.{An iOSnSN- 1}
        A. =: {Ain") lOSmSM-1}

        Ahn) = (a8n,m),ain,m),...,

                       na.(n,m),•••,aS":III)) (9)
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where An, Ain"), and aSn'M) represent a sequence set,

a sequence, and a sequence element, respectiveiy. In
the present paper, each An is referred to as a sequence
subset. If all of the sequences in A satisfy the following

conditions, then A is referred to as ap A-ZCZ sequence
set:

Vno,Vmo,1 S ITI SL
    RAh"s),Ahns) (T) =O

Vno, Vmo l mi, ITI S L

    RAans),Ahn,o) (T) == O

Vno ; ni,Vmo,Vmi, ITI SA
   RAh"s),Ahnt)(T) =O

(10)

(11)

(12)

The integer L (Åq P) is referred to as a ZCZ length in

each sequence subset, and the integer A(Åq P) is re-
ferred to as a ZCCZ length between different sequence

subsets. The A-ZCZ sequence set is represented as
Azcz (P, {N, M} , {i, A}) in order to illustr ate the

sequence period, the number of sequence subsets, the
number of sequences in each sequence subset, the ZCZ
length in each sequence subset, and the ZCCZ length
between different sequence sirbsets. Note that an A-
ZCZ sequence set can be regarded as a ZCZ sequence
set. In this case, L is determined by the fo11owing
formula:
               L== min {L,A} (13)

3. New A-ZCZ Sequence Sets

  .In this section, we propose a new method for con-

structing polyphase A-ZCZ sequence sets based on
DFT matrices and orthogonal codes. In addition, we
present examples and a proof.

3.1 Sequence Generation

  In this subsection, a new method for constructing
polyphase A-ZCZ sequence sets is proposed.
  Let F be the P-dimensional DFT matrix, i.e., F
can be represented as

F = [fi"•]

fu = vlii; exp ( - 2TV=i
P

ij' ) (14)

where fi,j represents the (i,2')-th element of F, and
O -Åq i,2'  Åq.-. P-1. Let Rf,,,f,, (T) be the periodic
correlation function between the io-th row and the ii-

th row of the DFT matrix. The DFT matrix.has the
following correlation property:

Vio 7E ii,VT

    Rf,,,f,, (7) =O (15)
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Two sequences, the periodic cross-correlation functiQn
of which gives O at al1 shifts, are referred to as uncor-

related sequences,. Therefore, two arbitrary rows in
the DFT inatrix are uncorrelated sequ.ences, Two in-

tegers, M and N, are defined as fo11ows:

             [liSl =N,MÅr 1,NÅr1 (16)

Let O be a set of M orthogonal codes of length M,
                   di.e., O can be represented as

    O={O. 1OSmSM,- 1}
    o. - (o8m),oSm),•••,oSm),•••,oi{Mlt2,)

VMO#Ml
                 M-1
    Rom,,om, (O) = 2 oSMo)oSmi)" = o

                 p==O

(17)

(18)

where Om and oSM) represent a sequence and a se-

quence element, respectively. Using F and O, an A-
ZCZ sequence set A is obtained by the following for-
mula:

    A= {A. IOSngN- 1}
    A. ={Ah")lOSmSM-1}
    Ahn) == (a8n,m),aSn,m),•••,aSn,m),•••,a$"MM2i)

    aS"'M) == f.M+p%M,Lp/Ml•oSV,)M (i9)

Then, A can be represented as Azcz (PM, {IV, M} , {
M - 1, PM -- 1}). Since the sequence period is PM

and the ZCCZ Iength between different sequence sub-
sets is PM - 1, two arbitrary sequences that belong to
different sequence subsets are uncorrelated sequences.

This A-ZCZ sequence set can be regarded as a ZCZ
sequence set. Since this A-ZCZ sequence set includes
N sequence subsets and each sequence subset includes
M sequences, the total number of sequences is NM.
In addition, based on (13), it is clear that the ZCZ
length is M -- 1. Therefore, this A-ZCZ sequence set

is Z..(PM,NM,M-1). If P = NM is satisfied,
PM/NM = P/N corresponds with M. In this case,
this A-ZCZ sequence set is an optimal ZCZ sequence
set from the viewpoint of (7). Now, we consider the
case in which at least one of M and N is not a di-
visor of P. If LP/NJ == M is satisfied, this A-ZCZ
sequence set becomes an optimal ZCZ sequence set
from the viewpoint of (8). Note that no A-ZCZ se-
quence sets that can be regarded as optimal ZCZ se-
quence sets and include uncorrelated sequences have
been reported.
  Thus, the proposed method can generate A-ZCZ
sequence sets that have the following properties:

   e Two arbitrary sequences that belong to different
    sequence subsets ate uncorrelated sequences.
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e IfP == NM is satisfied, the A-ZCZ sequence sets
  can be regarded as optimal ZCZ sequence sets
  in terms of (7).

e If at least one'of M and N is' not a divisor of

  P and LP/NJ = M is satisfied, the A-ZCZ se-
  quence sets can be regarded as optimal ZCZ se--
  quence sets in terms of (8).

e lf LP/NJ : M is not satisfied, the A-ZCZ se
  quence sets are not optimal ZCZ sequence sets.

3.2 Examples

Table 1 Sequence eleme' nts of Example 1 '

A60) OOOO0765064205270404036102460123
A:O) 02460123000007650642052704040361
ASO) 04040361024601230000076506420527
Ago) 06420527040403610246012300000765
A8i) OOOO4321064241630404472502464567
ASi) 02464567000043210642416304044725,

ASi) 04044725024645670000432106424163
Agi) 06424163040447250246456700004321

  In this subsection, we present simple examples of
the proposed method.

Example 1 First, we present an example that sat-
isfies (7). Suppose that P == 8, then the eight-
dimensional DFT matrix is represented as

F=

oooo076506420 5 2 7
040403610 2 4 6
O 1 2 3

 oooo4 3 2 1
06424163.o 4e4
4725 0 2 4 6
4567

where each element represents a power of
exp(2rvt=ir/8). Let M = 4 and N == 2. In
addition, suppose that

                  oo =: (oooo)

                  Oi = (O123)

                  02 = (0202)

                  03 :(0321)

where each element represents a power of
exp(27vV':i/4). Then, O = {O.1OSmS3}
is a set of four quadriphase orthogonal codes of length

4, and an eight-phase A-ZCZ sequence set is obtained
from (19). Each sequence of this A-ZCZ sequence
set is given in Table 1. [I]he periodic autdcorrelation
function of Ainn8) is given by

RAinn,o),Ahns) (T) = (32, O, O, O, X4,Xs,x6,x7,xs,xg,

      XIO, Xll) X12, X13, X14, X15, X16, X17, X18, X19,

      X20, X21, X22, X23, X24, X25, X267 X27, X28, O, O, O)

where each xi represents a complex number. Similarly,
the periodic cross-correlation function between Ah"8)

and Ah"f) (mo # mi) is given by

RAShns),Ahn,o) (T) = (O,O, O,O, X4,Xs,X6,x7, xs,xg,

      XIO, Xll, X12, X13, X147 X15, X16, X17, X18, X19,

      X20, X21, X22, X23, X24) X25, X267 X27, X28, O, O, O)

On the other hand, the periodic cross-correlation func-
tion between Afu"8) and Ah",i) (no 4 ni) is given by

  RAinns),Ahnt) (T) = (O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O,

                 .        o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o)

Since the ZCZ length in each sequence subset
is 3 and the ZCCZ length between different se
quence subsets is 31, this A-ZCZ sequence set is
Azcz (32,{2,4},{3,31}). Note that two arbitrary se-
quences that belong to different sequence subsets are
uncorrelated sequences because the sequence period
is 32 and the ZCCZ length between different sequence
subsets is 31. From the viewpoint of (7), this A-ZCZ
sequence set is also an optimal ZCZ sequence set that
is represented as Z (32, 8, 3).

Example 2 Next, we give another example that sat-
isfies (8), Suppose that P = 5, then the five-
dimensional DFT matrix is represented as

F=
ooooo043210 3 1 4 2
0 2 4 1 3
O 1 2 3 4

where each element represents' a power
exp(2rvCirf/5). Let M == 2 and N =: 2.
addition, suppose that

oo =(oo)
Oi - (Ol)

of

In

where each element represents a power of
exp(2rv'=i/2). Then, O == {O.1OSmK1}
is a set of two binary orthogonal codes of length
2, and a ten-phase A-ZCZ sequence set is obtained
from (19). Each seque,nce of this A-ZCZ sequence
set is given in Table 2. Each element in Table 2
represents a power of exp (2Tv`=Zii/le). The periodic

autocorrelation function of Ah",O) is given by

 RAXns),Aans) (T) = (10,O, X2,x3,x4,xs,x6,x7,xs,O)
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Table 2 Sequence elements of Example 2

A80) OO08060402
ASO) 0503010907
A6i) O064288246i

AS2) 0569238741

Similarly, the periodic cross-correlation function be-
tween Ah"8) and Ain"g) (mo # mi) is given by

 RA inns),Ainn,o) (T) : (O, O, X2, X3, X4, Xs, X6, X7, Xs, O)

On the other hand, the petiodic cross-correlation func-
tion between Ah"8) and Ainnl) (no 7E ni) is given by

   RAinns),Ainn,i) (T) = (O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, e, O)

Since the ZCZ length in each sequence subset is 1 and
the ZCCZ length between different sequence subsets is
9, this A-ZCZ sequence set is Az,z (10,{2,2} ,{1,9})•

Note that two arbitrary sequences that belong to dif-
ferent sequence subsets are uncorrelated sequences be-

cause the sequence period iS 10 and the ZCCZ length
between different sequence subsets is 9. Fteom the
viewpQint of (8), this A-ZCZ sequence set is also
an optimal ZCZ sequence set that is represented as

Z(10, 4, 1). -
3.3 Proof

  In this subsection, we prove the proposed method.
  Integers, p, po, pi, T, To, and Ti, are defined as

               p=piM+po (20)
               T= TIM+ To (21)
                  L               OSpo,To SM-1 (22)
               O:Ell Pi•, Ti Sll P-1 (23)

               OS p,TS PM -1 (24)
In addition, an integer, E, is defined as follows:

                 For po+To ÅqM
                    c=O
                 For po +To 2M

                    c=1

Then, we have

           (po+To)%M =po+To-6M
        ' L(po+To)/MJ =E

Erom (19),
Ain",O) and Ase,i) can be represented as

   RAhns),AX",i) (')

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

the periodic correlation function between
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        PM-1 -                     (n17ml)* '      == 2 aS"o,Mo)•a(p+.)%pM
        .P-=9

      =: 2 oscO) • o[,M,'.) ,)..

        pt--MOI

        ' 2 fnoM+po,pi

         Pl=O
        'fXiM+(po+rb)%M,(pi+Ti+L(po+To)IMj)%P

        M-1
      = 2 .S{l}o) • oSl[Ii?l"4:-,.

        pt---Ol

        ' 2 fnoM+po,pi

         P1=O
        'fniM+po+To-eM,(pi+Ti+e)9oP

                            '        M-1
      -2oSTo)•oSpt-,.
        po =o
        'RfnoM+po,fniM+po+To-EM (Tl + C) (29)

Now, we consider the folloinring two cases.
[A] Suppose that the two sequences Ain"8) and Ah"r)

are included in the same sequence subset, namely,
no = ni. In addition, suppose that 1 S T S M- 1.
Then, from (21), (22), and (23),

                 IS To SM-1
                Tl =O

In this case, we have

                To it!! EM

Therefore, the following condition is satisfied:

      noM +po l niM+po + To - EM

Note that no == ni. I"rom (15), we have

     RfnoM+po,fniM+po+To-cM (Tl + C) = O

Based on (29), this means that

           Vno,Vmo,Vmi,1 ST -Åq M-1
               RAtsns),Ainn,o) (T) == O

If mo and mi are exchanged, we have

           Vno, Vmo, Vmi,1 S 7 S M - 1
               RAan,o),Ahns) (T) ` 0

The periodic correlation function has the
symmetric property [30]:

       RAsns),Ain",o) (-') = Rrainn,o),Ax"s) (')

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

   v
following

(37)
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Fbeom (36) and (37), we have

             Vno,Vmo,Vmi,-M+1STS-1
                 RAin"s),Ainn,o) (T) == O (38)

'When T == O, we have To = Ti =O and c=: O from
(25). Therefore, (29) becomes

           RAans),Ahn,o) (')

               = RfnoM+po,fnoM+po (O)

                  M--1
                 •2 osco)•osci)' (3g)
                                        '                  po=o

Since O is a set of orthogonal codes, (39) means that

             Vno, Vmo # ml

                RA""s),Asn,o) (O) == O (40)

[B] Suppose that the two sequences Ah"8) and Ah"i)

are included in different sequence subsets, namely,
no 7! ni. Since c=O when To == O, we have

            (no -ni +6) MS To (41)
Note that no # ni and O -Åq To S M-1. Therefore,
the following condition is satisfied:

       noM+po S niM+po + To - cM

F}rom (15), we have

      RfnoM+po,fniM+po+ro-Lfti (71 + 6) = O

Based on (29), this means that

             Vno f nl , Vmo, Vml, VT

                RAin"s),Ahnl) (') =: O

   1!rom (35), (38), (40), and (44),

N

             Vno,Vmo,1 S ITI S M- 1

                RAh"s),Ahns) (T) = O

            Vno, Vmo l mi, ITI S M- 1

                RAXns),AXn,o) (T) = O

            Vno # nl , Vmo, Vml, VT

                RAin"s),Aanr) (T) = O

Thus, the proposed method has been proven.

4. Conclusion

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

  We have proposed a new method for constructing
polyphase A-ZCZ sequence sets using DFT matrices
and orthogonal codes. The proposed method can gen-
erate A-ZCZ sequence sets that cannot be obtained
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using known methods. The proposed method was .ob-
tained by improving our previouSly proposed meth-
ods [19], [24]. -Although our previous methods use
perfect sequences and orthogonal codes in order to
construct A-ZCZ sequence sets, the proposed method
uses DFT matrices instead of perfect sequences, The
A-ZCZ sequence sets obtained by 6ur previous meth-
ods can be regarded as quasi-optimal ZCZ sequence
sets. On the other hand, the newly obtained A-ZCZ
sequence sets include'optimal ZCZ sequence sets. In
addition, in our previous methods, two arbitrary se-
quences that belong to different sequence subsets are
not uncorrelated sequences. On the other hand, in
the proposed method, two arbitrary sequences that
belong to different sequence subsets become uncor-
related sequences, These properties mean that the
ZCZ length in each sequence subset and the ZCCZ
length between different sequence subsets of the newly
obtained A-ZCZ sequence sets are larger than those
of the A-ZCZ sequence sets obtained by our previ-
ous methods. Moreover, no A-ZCZ sequence sets that
can be regarded as optimal ZCZ sequence sets and in-
clude uncorrelated sequences have been reported by
other researchers. Therefore, the proposed method is
expected to be more usefu1 for reducing or avoiding
inter-cell interference from adjacent cells than known
A--ZCZ sequence sets.
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